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There have some interesting and important things happening in equine nutrition research
recently. Some of these new insights will impact on stud farm management and how we
understand the way nutrition affects the health of mares and yearlings.
We thought some of this new information was important enough to inform our stud clients
about. It will affect the advice we provide to you, and may help to provide some insight
into the intractable problems of bone disease in young horses in particular.
Some of the science is quite complex, and the parts relating to insulin especially may be
unfamiliar. What follows will attempt to explain the science and also provide the “Bottom
Line” practical implications for feeding management. Much of the news is distilled from the
recent “Australasian Equine Science Symposium” held on the Gold Coast earlier this year,
so itʼs bang up to date.

Insulin, Insulin Resistance, Glucose Intolerance –

What’s this all about?
Thereʼs been a lot research recently around the topic of carbohydrate metabolism, insulin
and insulin resistance, and the impact of insulin on bone growth and health etc. I will cover
a couple of these topics in more detail, but first hereʼs some basic background on how
insulin works in sugar metabolism.

Insulin is a hormone, made in the pancreas, which controls blood glucose
– all carbohydrates get turned into glucose before entry into the body or
soon after, as glucose is the primary energy fuel used by cells.
Following a carbohydrate meal, glucose from sugars and starch is
absorbed from the gut into the blood. Blood glucose rises triggering an
increase in insulin – the “Insulin response”. The higher blood insulin level
promotes absorbtion of glucose by cells and conversion to storage forms
like Glycogen. So, the blood glucose level falls and less insulin is
produced restoring equilibrium within a few hours as in the blue graph below.
PEAK INSULIN RESPONSE AFTER ORAL GLUCOSE

To continue reading the Horsepower Stud Newsletter Spring edition,
go to www.horsepower.com.au or scan this code.

This graph shows the insulin response in humans following
oral glucose. The yellow
curve is flattened because
the peak insulin level is lower –
the normal response has
been reduced by a high
carbohydrate diet.
More fat kids = More Diabetes!
It’s happening right now.

Timeform Review

Timeform review of early
spring racing

By Gary Crispe and Alex Steedman

Racing fans are in for a treat these coming weeks if the first month of both the Melbourne and Sydney
spring carnivals is anything to go by.
demolition job of his rivals in the Group 3
Spring Stakes (1600m) at Newcastle.
The Choisir colt posted a peak Timeform
figure of 117 on that occasion and improved
on that rating by four pounds when running a
determined second in the Spring Champion
Stakes. The three-year-old was narrowly edged
out in his Group 1 debut by boom New
Zealand colt It’s A Dundeel.
Considered suspect at the 2000m, many
thought Proisir needed to have some
breathing space over the more dour It’s A
Dundeel in the straight but this did not
happen the way the race unfolded and when it
came down to the closing stages, Proisir could
not hold off the eventual winner. It’s A
Dundeel is another progressive type who is
now unbeaten in five career starts after
working through his grades.
Top colt Pierro (Nash Rawiller)
The focus will predominantly be on
Melbourne now following an Epsom Day at
Randwick on October 6 dominated by
Racing’s First Lady, Gai Waterhouse.
Team Waterhouse had already been cheering
leading into the feature raceday with the
stable’s spring charge spearheaded by the
exciting trio of Pierro, More Joyous and
Proisir.
Unbeaten colt Pierro was only seen once in
Sydney however left a lasting impression when
taking out the Group 3 Run To The Rose
(1200m). The son of Lonhro recorded a
comfortable 1.3 length victory in the Run To
The Rose despite giving weight to talented
rivals such as Epaulette and All Too Hard.
Pierro’s performance yielded a Timeform
rating of 123 which was still four pounds shy
of his master figure (127) achieved during a
three length romp in the Group 1 Champagne
Stakes (1600m) last autumn.
While Pierro went to Melbourne, another
punters’ favourite in More Joyous didn’t let her
supporters down following an unbeaten
autumn preparation.
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The champion mare herself ventured to
Melbourne after a pair of easy kills in the
Listed Sheraco Stakes (1200m) and the Group
3 Golden Pendant (1400m). Under set weights
and penalties conditions, More Joyous was
pitchforked in at the weights for both runs.
John Singleton’s star mare was not extended in
either of her Sydney outings however with a
main goal of the Group 1 Cox Plate (2040m)
on October 27, it won’t be long until racegoers
see the six-year-old in full flight.
Both Pierro and More Joyous sit high up in
markets for the lucrative Group 1 feature at
Moonee Valley where the Waterhouse team
could be further bolstered by Proisir. The
boom colt will attempt to win a Cox Plate at
his maiden race preparation.
Such a feat won’t be an easy thing to do,
however, regardless of the result, it won’t take
away from a campaign which has gone from a
Hawkesbury maiden to being favourite for the
Group 1 Spring Champion Stakes in just four
starts.
Proisir contested the Group 1 Spring
Champion Stakes following a six length

The Murray Baker-trained colt went into the
Spring Champion Stakes possessing a master
rating of 112 after his fast finishing win in the
Gloaming Stakes (1800m). He exceeded that
figure by 10 pounds in the Spring Champion
Stakes and will now look to add the Victoria
Derby to his Group 1 tally.
Murray Baker last claimed the Victoria Derby
with Lion Tamer in 2010 while the last threeyear-old to claim the Spring Champion
/Victoria Derby double was Monaco Consul
[2009].
The Spring Champion Stakes has proven to be
an excellent lead up race for the Victoria
Derby over the past few years with each of the
winners (Sangster, Lion Tamer, Monaco
Consul] contesting the 2000m three-year-old
feature before the Derby.
Master trainer Bart Cummings arrived both at
and on the racetrack during Epsom Day.
Cummings had been struggling healthwise
following a sinus operation however it didn’t
stop the stable from preparing a 265th Group
1 winner in the form of Norzita.
Norzita was deprived of a maiden Group
success when losing the Tea Rose Stakes
(1500m) on protest to Longport.
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Timeform Review Continued…
The Thorn Park three-year-old
comprehensively turned the tables in the
Group 1 Flight Stakes (1600m).
Norzita’s winning effort yielded a new peak
Timeform figure of 117 which was a sharp
improvement on her prior master rating but
down in terms of the Flight Stakes’ prior five
year winning average. The race was further
confirmation the current group of three-yearold fillies are rating below the average at this
time of the year.
The 2012 Flight Stakes renewal was four
pounds under the five year winning Timeform
average for the race and a similar amount
under the value suggested by race historical
analysis.
Some of Sydney’s best members of the fairer
sex during those five years have bolstered their
black type records with successes in the Flight
Stakes.
Norzita joins a group of fillies which include
Streama, Secret Admirer, More Joyous and
Samantha Miss.
Samantha Miss was the last to claim a Flight
Stakes/Crown Oaks double and even managed
a third in the 2008 Cox Plate between those
runs. Both Bart Cummings and Murray Baker
would have been most pleased with their
three-year-olds Group 1 winning efforts on

Epsom day with each accounting for a pair of
well fancied Gai Waterhouse-trained runners.
Waterhouse had the last laugh though
claiming a feature race double courtesy of Fat
Al in the Epsom Handicap and Glencadam
Gold in the Metropolitan.
Ridden to perfection in the lead by emerging
talent Tommy Berry, Fat Al got some “cheap
sectionals” mid race that allowed him to have
plenty in reserve topping the famous
Randwick rise.
Ambidexter had the run of the race on the
rails behind Fat Al, and when peeled off the
winner’s heels at the 300m looked likely to
prevail. However he “died” on his run a shade
in the last 50m allowing Fat Al to hold on to
victory.
Fat Al’s win continued the great run by fouryear-olds in the last 20 years with that age
group winning more than 70% of all Epsom
Handicaps in that period. It also confirmed
the statistic that 19 of the last 20 Epsom
winners had at least two runs from a spell
going into the race.
The Al Maher gelding was assessed to have
run to a new master Timeform rating of 121,
a marginal rise of two pounds from his
previous peak figure.

Fat Al provided Waterhouse with a seventh
Epsom Handicap win which brings her
alongside father T.J. Smith for the most Epsom
victories by a trainer.
More impressive though is the short time it
has taken Waterhouse to amass these successes
with her first Epsom winner being Iron Horse
in 1998.
Her Metropolitan record is similarly strong
with Glencadam Gold giving Waterhouse an
eighth victory in the prestigious staying
handicap. Glencadam Gold has been a
revelation since arriving in Australia.
The former UK trained stayer came to
Waterhouse as a Redcar maiden winner over
1600m and a 2400m winner in three-year-old
class at Newmarket from just 12 starts.
From a dogged win in a midweeker at
Canterbury, Glencadam Gold has continued
rising to the tasks set for him. The frontrunner
got away with cheap sectionals in the
Metropolitan, leading throughout to claim a
3.8 length win.
The winning margin of 3.8 lengths was the
biggest recorded by any winner in the last
20 years, marginally bigger than stablemate
Herculian Prince who won by 3.5 lengths
in 2010.

It was Glencadam Gold’s best performance
since commencing his time at Tulloch Lodge
and he was subsequently awarded a new career
peak Timeform rating of 119p.
This rating is a 17 pound improvement on his
best figure run to under the care of Sir Henry
Cecil whilst in the UK.
Glencadam Gold’s assessed rating of 119p sits
highly in terms of winning Metropolitan
performances over the past two decades –
equal second, in fact, only to former
Waterhouse-trained Coco Cobanna [121].
The Northern Hemisphere four-year-old
gelding, following a convincing Metropolitan
success, has since catapulted to the top of
Caulfield and Melbourne Cup markets.
Expectations should be tempered however
looking at form out of the Metropolitan from a
Cups perspective.

Fat Al defeats Ambidexter in the Epsom.

Coming out of the Metropolitan, two winners
in the past 20 years have gone on to claim the
Caulfield Cup, those being Railings and
Tawqeet in 2005 and 2006 respectively.

With Pierro already down in Melbourne,
Epaulette capitalised on that factor when
claiming the Group 1 Golden Rose (1400m).

After running third in the 1996 Metropolitan
renewal, Saintly won the Melbourne Cup.

Epaulette settled back before producing a long
sustained run to narrowly salute in the Golden
Rose over stablemate Albrecht.

Gai Waterhouse stole the show on Epsom Day,
however other leading trainers such as Chris
Waller and Peter Snowden are deserved of
mention after their respective Group 1
successes earlier in the spring.
The Waller stable has hit the ground running
in season 2012/13 with already 45 wins on the
board. Waller opened up his Group 1 account
for the season with Shoot Out in the George
Main Stakes.
His winning effort assessed at 126 was enough
to narrowly edge out veteran stablemate
Rangirangdoo.
Concerns regarding fitness first up over a mile
were always going to be raised despite Shoot
Out having three trials in readiness.
Credit still must go to both trainer and horse,
though, for a George Main success which
came in as the equal third highest winning
figure run to in the event during the past two
decades.
Special mention must go to multiple Group 1
winner Danleigh who wound back the clock
second up in taking out the Group 2
Chelmsford Stakes (1600m).
The performance was assessed at 123, only
two pounds shy of his master rating achieved
when claiming both the 2009 All Aged Stakes
(1400m) and the 2010 George Ryder Stakes
(1500m).
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His success also provided Tommy Berry with a
maiden Group 1 success which of course the
young jockey added to soon after when
partnering both Fat Al and Glencadam Gold
to victory at the top level.
The strength of the 2012 Golden Rose renewal
was down on previous years with the likes of
Pierro, All Too Hard and Proisir bypassing the
event.
This was shown in Epaulette’s rating of 121
which sits around the previous five year
winning average of the Golden Rose but below
the figures awarded to the last few winners
including Manawanui, Toorak Toff and
Denman.
Epaulette has won four of his seven career
starts with his only three defeats coming in
races won by Pierro.
The spring carnival kicks into overdrive now
with the Caulfield Cup, Cox Plate and
Melbourne Cup spearheading racedays packed
with Group 1 events.
Looking towards those three above mentioned
majors, Lloyd Williams showed the strong
hand he has to play over the coming weeks in
the Group 1 Turnbull Stakes (2000m) on
October 6. The prominent owner had the
quinella in the event with Green Moon
claiming the spoils over stablemate Seville.

Seville caught the eye with a fast finishing
second on his way towards the Cups however
the accolades for now remain with Green
Moon.
Green Moon has thrived since arriving in
Australia and his maiden Group 1 victory
yielded a new peak Timeform rating of 122.
Only lightly raced, Green Moon has now won
three races from ten Australian starts.
Coming on top of some useful form in the UK
that has since been franked, last season he
won the G3 Newcastle Gold Cup (2300m)
in a tough front running performance then
followed that up with an equally impressive
second in the Group 1 Caulfield Cup (2400m)
behind Southern Speed.
One run in the Autumn yielded a devastating
fresh up victory in the Group 2 Blamey Stakes
over 1600m at Flemington before being
spelled for the Spring.
This campaign has seen Green Moon steadily
improve his Timeform rating. Given his only
five runs at 2000m have yielded four wins and
a placing it is not hard to understand why
prior to an ultimate goal of the Melbourne
Cup, Team Williams have ear-marked the Cox
Plate as his next assignment.
However, on Timeform ratings he will still
need to find further improvement to take that
contest. For example, the average Timeform
winning rating for the Cox Plate is 125.
Looking at the history of the Turnbull Stakes,
it doesn’t take long to realise the event is
clearly one of the more vital lead up races
whether it be into the Caulfield Cup, Cox Plate
or Melbourne Cup.
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Australian Timeform ratings

2012 Australian Timeform ratings as at October 12, 2012
Timeform Ratings – 3 year old

Timeform Ratings – 4 year old

Timeform Ratings – 5 year old

Epaulette (Tommy Berry) returns after winning the
2012 Golden Rose.
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Timeform Review Continued…
Turnbull Stakes,however she will still attempt
to defend her Caulfield Cup crown on
October 20.

The Good Journey gelding ran to a new career
peak Timeform figure of 121 during his
latest success.

Connections have booked gun Sydney jockey
Nash Rawiller for the ride and will be hoping
she can turn things around.

Paul Beshara’s stable star has not been far off
that mark in runs either side having placed in
the Memsie Stakes the start prior and finishing
only 2.5 lengths away from Green Moon in the
Turnbull Stakes. Each was assessed at 119.

Seville was briefly mentioned earlier as one to
have caught the eye from a Cups perspective
and he heads a list which includes the likes of
December Draw, Maluckyday, Voila Ici, Tanby
and Lights Of Heaven.
Outstanding three-year-old Proisir
A winner of at least one of those features has
used the Turnbull Stakes as a lead up in eight
of the previous 10 renewals.
Green Moon will look to become the first
horse since Makybe Diva in 2005 to claim the
Turnbull Stakes/Melbourne Cup double.
While he would need to lift further, Green
Moon is also one of the more fancied runners
in early betting for the Cox Plate (2040m)
at Moonee Valley on October 27 where Pierro
is a clear favourite.
Another who has emerged as a genuine Cox
Plate contender this spring is Ocean Park.
The kiwi galloper has always shown a strong
turn of foot and that power was on display for
all to see when saluting in the Underwood
Stakes (1800m).
The Timeform rating of 124 awarded to him
is impressive however actually comes in under
the previous five year winning average for
the event.
So You Think [2010, 130] and Weekend
Hussler [2008, 129] bolstered the five year
winning average of the Underwood Stakes.
Lion Tamer and Heart Of Dreams also
defeated strong fields in running to 124 and
126 during 2011 and 2009 renewals
respectively.
At the time of writing, Pierro, More Joyous
and Ocean Park are each set to run at
Caulfield this weekend in different events
and all eyes will be on the trio from a Cox
Plate perspective.
While we have discussed the feats so far of
Green Moon and Ocean Park, a mare who
has finished behind each of them in their
respective Group 1s is Southern Speed.
The 2011 Caulfield Cup winner had her time
in the spotlight this spring with a determined
Makybe Diva Stakes (1600m) win at
Flemington on September 8.
Her latest outing was an awful display in the
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Lights Of Heaven will contest the Caulfield
Cup next start following a determined third
last start in the Hill Stakes (2000m) at
Randwick on September 22.
Watch for the mare to show further
improvement on returning to Melbourne
if her stablemate Moment Of Change is
anything to go by.
Moment Of Change kicked off his spring
campaign in Sydney where he recorded a pair
of good results at Warwick Farm.
A win on resuming in the Show County
Quality (1200m) followed by a Tramway
Handicap third shadowed in comparison
to what he produced the following run
when winning the Group 1 Sir Rupert Clarke
Stakes (1400m).
The Peter Moody-trained galloper improved
an impressive nine pounds third up.
Able to sit outside early leader and stablemate
Mr Make Believe, Moment Of Change got
clear running at the 250m and skipped clear
for a 1.5 length success.
Moment Of Change’s next goal was to claim
the Sir Rupert Clarke Stakes/Toorak Handicap
double where he would look to follow in the
footsteps of his father Barely A Moment who
achieved the feat in 2005.
Unfortunately his spring campaign was
derailed by a minor ankle injury and won’t
be seen again until the autumn.
Feel good stories to come out of the
Melbourne spring so far include Group
victories by popular gallopers Happy Trails
and Buffering.
Both five-year-olds have reputations of being
as honest as the day is long and the pair have
only enhanced those claims this spring.
Happy Trails has become a dual Group winner
courtesy of workmanlike wins in the Spring
Stakes at Morphettville and the Dato’ Tan
Chin Nam over a mile at Moonee Valley.

The Cox Plate is his next goal and admittedly
the gelding will have to lift further competing
against some of the best Australia has to offer.
Although, with a history of rising to whatever
task is set for him, it will be interesting to see
what Happy Trails can produce.
Buffering currently possesses the tag of being
the best horse in Australia not to have claimed
a Group 1 victory.
The Rob Heathcote-trained sprinter resumed
with a narrow success in the A.J Moir Stakes
(1200m) at Moonee Valley on September 28.
His main goals in Melbourne this spring are
the Manikato Stakes at Moonee Valley on
October 26 followed by the Patinack Farm
Classic down the Flemington Straight Six.
With seven Group 1 placings to his name,
an elusive victory for Buffering at the highest
level would provide the spring with a nice
sub-plot outside of the three majors.
The Mossman gelding possesses a peak
Timeform rating of 126 and without the likes
of Black Caviar and Hay List contesting the
sprint features this spring, running to such
a figure should see him break through.
While the Melbourne Cup is ‘the race that
stops a nation’, the prestigious staying event
continues to capture attention on the
world stage.
Internationals who will attempt to raid our
Melbourne Cup this year include the likes
of Mount Athos, Jakkalberry, My Quest For
Peace plus previous Melbourne Cup winners
Dunaden, Americain and 2011 cup runner
up Red Cadeaux amongst others.
These visitors aside, Caulfield, Moonee Valley
and Flemington will host some of the best
racehorses Australia has to offer.
A long string of Group 1s will be run and
won, claimed by some of our favourites and
no doubt new talents bursting onto the scene.
Enjoy!
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Buying yearlings

How yearling buyers assess
physical features of horses
The growing emphasis some yearling buyers place on correct conformation and X-ray results is sometimes
at odds with results on the track. Few horses are conformationally perfect including many top performers
and X-rays often reveal minor problems which will mostly be resolved by time.
Caroline Searcy recently asked four of
Australia’s leading buyers, trainers
Anthony Cummings and Gerald Ryan
and bloodstock agents James Bester and
James Harron, what matters to them as
they approach a sale.
What is the most important factor in the
conformation of a yearling you buy ? Do
you assess parts of the horse – i.e. length
of hip, etc or do you take an overall
picture of the horse in your mind’s eye?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: Balance – front to
back, top to bottom.
GERALD RYAN: I take an overall picture but
they have to have athleticism.
JAMES BESTER: Overall athleticism,balance,
quality and action first, then come the
“parts”—pelvic length (commonly but
incorrectly dubbed “hip”) is vital in my scheme
of assessment, so is forearm/cannon (and
tibia/cannon) ratio. I like a good
head/eye/nostril/jowl, too, as well as good
rein/shoulder/barrel/hindquarter and a
relatively straight hind leg.

JAMES HARRON: I like well balanced,
physically mature horses. I would never buy a
horse without good pelvic length (hip).

What faults can you live with and which
ones do you refuse to accept (i.e. slack
pasterns, long neck with potential wind
problems, short neck, not enough length
of rein, turned in/out,back at the
knee/offset, etc)?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: Different for
different pedigrees.
GERALD RYAN: I can live with offset knees or
toed-in providing they hit the ground properly.
I will not accept a horse close at the hocks
(cow hocked).
JAMES BESTER: Can live with most so-called
faults, especially if trademarks of successful
sires and male lines, like Danehill-line calf
(back) knees or Sir Tristram/Zabeel-line offset
knees and less-than-perfect hocks, etc,
provided the horse has athleticism, balance,
quality and action.

Anthony Cummings
JAMES HARRON: I can live with small
conformational issues and try to focus on the
things I love about the horse. I then take
guidance from one or two particular vets I have
faith in who may be able to determine if an
issue will get worse. One of my biggest no-nos
is long, slack pasterns.

Looking at more serious faults such as
OCDs or other issues that come up in
X-rays, what grading is the absolute
minimum you will accept in a yearling ?
Are you flexible with that if it is a great
type other than having that fault?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: If I am buying for
myself, I do not look at X-rays.They are a poor
guide to a fast horse. We have different
experiences with the various issues that can
present and we make our assessments based
on those experiences.
GERALD RYAN: OCDs in stifles and front
joints I won’t accept. I will accept OCDs in
hocks as long as they can be fixed surgically.

Upon This Rock – a James Bester bargain buy
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JAMES BESTER: I take veterinary advice on
those and will accept “low risk” or even
“moderate risk with time” (though not in a
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Buying yearlings continued…
JAMES BESTER: If on vet’s advice I believe
time or surgery will do the trick, I’ll make
allowance within reason unless my client is
after an early two-year-old.

JAMES HARRON: I have never bought a horse
that was an outright fail but I have heard plenty
of stories where people have and the horses
have gone on to be successful.

JAMES HARRON: It really depends on the
individual and whether or not it’s an early type.
It is hard to be too forgiving as there are
a lot of yearlings on the market and it’s about
reducing the risk for your client and
eliminating factors which may make that horse
unsuccessful – taking punts with something
which may get better isn’t something I do or
would ever do.

As this is for a breeders’ publication,
what’s the thing you notice most about a
good vendor at a yearling sale?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: A lack of friends
amongst the bidders!
GERALD RYAN: Presentation and horses
looking well and parading properly.

“the good vendors have their

Gerald Ryan
prospective early two-year-old) but not “high
risk” unless it is a horse I love and is going for a
ridiculously low price.
JAMES HARRON: I work with a couple of
very good vets who guide me on these things.
I take all the relevant information and discuss
it with my clients and we come to a decision
together on whether or not to bid on a horse.

How much leeway do you give for horses
naturally correcting their faults with
time or through surgery?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: Time fixes most
things.
GERALD RYAN: I am lenient on naturally
correcting faults, depending on the maturity of
the horse. Surgical correction depends on the
fault and where it is.

horses turned out to a very high
standard regardless of the calibre
of sale they are in”
Have you had success with horses
which have failed X-rays? Any
particular names?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: Yes and no.
GERALD RYAN: Yes I have but I would prefer
not to name them. Clangalang I got later and
to my knowledge he was never X-rayed as a
yearling but I am sure he would not have
passed.
JAMES BESTER: Yes, I bought Upon This
Rock for Laurie Macri for half price after both
Coolmore’s and Bart Cummings’ vets had
failed her as had my own vet. Because I just
loved her, Laurie agreed to take the risk and
now she’s a very, very valuable stakeswinning
broodmare prospect who so far has not had
a day’s unsoundness.

James Bester
JAMES BESTER: One who doesn’t try to “sell”
me their horse and allows me to view at a
distance and in silence! One whose handlers
know how to pose the horse and walk it. One
whose horses are not too fat !
JAMES HARRON: I’m a big believer in letting
the horses do the talking! Buyers will come and
ask if they want to know something. It is really
important to allow people the time to look
uninterrupted at the horse and also very
important for the strapper to be trained in
showing yearlings properly. It makes a huge
difference especially when you are looking
at hundreds of horses and it’s the end of
a long day.
Essentially, the good vendors have their horses
turned out to a very high standard regardless
of the calibre of the sale they are in and this
gives buyers confidence their horses have been
well cared for since the day they were born.

Group 1 winner Sincero, sold as a yearling in Sydney for just $8000
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Should the system be changed whereby
vendors lodge a single set of X-rays of
each horse in a repository and vets.

Buying yearlings continued…
surroundings.Then at the sale I can see if they
have gone forward or back with work and how
they adapt to the stress of a sale.
JAMES HARRON: Yes I do but if I was not
able to do it it would not bother me.I like to
grade them all beside each other at the
sales.I’m also mindful that vendors like to
have their horses turned out to show their
full potential.
Where it becomes relevant to me and one of
the main reasons for doing it is that it
sometimes takes a lot of work to find buyers
for the more expensive horses so by seeing
them perhaps a month before the sale it puts
you in the box seat.
James Harron

acting for potential buyers charge their
clients for assessing them, sometimes
making multiple charges if an opinion is
requested by more than one client?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: Yes, X-rays need to
be freely available to all to satisfy all issues.
Everyone is then on the same level as a
purchaser.
GERALD RYAN: No, I don’t think it should
change. For the sake of $180 it is best to get
your own vet in whom you have faith to check
the X-rays for you. Opinions differ on what is
or is not acceptable.
JAMES BESTER: Probably !
JAMES HARRON: Yes.

“My most successful purchases
have come from the middle to
lower end, around $80,000 to
$200,000.”

Do you think it is worthwhile to view
yearlings pre-sale at their home studs,
from weanlings or even as foals at foot?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: To accurately
compare horses they need to be seen under the
same conditions in a similar time frame. The
saleyard provides that best.
GERALD RYAN: Yes, I do. In an ideal world
I’d love to be looking at them every three
months leading up to the sales.
JAMES BESTER: Very definitely – I like to see
them earlyish in a prep if I can when they are
as relaxed as possible in familiar
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Do you have a favourite sale to buy
from and why?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: Not really.
GERALD RYAN: Not really but to buy fillies
the Australian Easter Sale is the best. At all the
sales I attend I go to buy racehorses and
pedigrees are secondary. If you are after
pedigree first, Easter is also the one. At many
sales horses tend to make their own pedigrees.
JAMES BESTER: Easter for class, Magic
Millions for precocity (and fun!) and Karaka
(New Zealand) for stayers and hospitality.
JAMES HARRON: I love all the sales.
Naturally, when you are looking at the nicest
horses it is a lot more enjoyable but I have a
genuine passion and hunger to hunt through
every sale to find what I am looking for.

JAMES BESTER: Both are hard – all buying is
hard! At the top, scarcity, ego and bravado can
distort prices, at the bottom there is a wider
range of buyers and more competition
numerically.
JAMES HARRON: It’s all hard – you just
have to do your best, do your homework and
back yourself.

Do you look at every horse in a sale or
pick out some on other criteria to limit
how many you have to see?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: At most sales I try
to see all the horses.
GERALD RYAN: I try to look at the majority
of horses at sales and like to buy from the same
vendors and vendors who seem to sell a lot of
winners, those whose horses I have had luck
with in the past.
JAMES BESTER: Within reason, I look at
every horse unless I have barred the progeny
of a sire or a stud!
JAMES HARRON: I look at every single horse
in every major yearling sale regardless of
pedigree or stallion so we have it all covered. I
think it also trains your eye better to appreciate
the good ones.
In the Summer 2012/13 issue of Update
Caroline Searcy will question these yearling
buyers on the pedigree features they look for at
the sales.

Is it harder buying at the top end where
there is more competition or at the
bottom end where you have to sift
through more numbers?
ANTHONY CUMMINGS: A select sale is a
start. It makes it easier to find a good horse
and gives confidence to the intending
purchaser.That usually means they cost a little
more, but not always.
GERALD RYAN: The hardest bracket is the
middle one as it attracts a lot of competition as
there are a lot of buyers looking for that good
one at around $250,000 to $300,000. The top
end – if you have the clients – is easier as a lot
of the competition is eliminated. The bottom
end is very selective and becomes type only
and you get a lot of buyers not looking so a
nice horse can be missed. My most successful
purchases have come from the middle to lower
end, around $80,000 to $200,000.

Clangalang, now at stud, was a multiple
Group 1 winner for trainer Gerald Ryan.
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Breeding Industry Awards
for 2011/12 season presented
at Scone
by Les Young

Thoroughbred Breeders’ NSW in conjunction
with Thoroughbred Breeders’ Australia and
Aushorse Marketing, held a dinner for 140
guests at Scone Racecourse on Saturday,
August 25 to honour some of the achievers in
breeding for the 2011/2012 racing season.
The six awards presented were for:
• Champion Australian Sire won by
FASTNET ROCK
• Champion Australian sire of 2YOs
won by LONHRO
• Champion Australian First Season Sire
won by CASINO PRINCE

Katie Page Harvey tells Caroline Searcy about life with Gerry.

• Australian Broodmare of the Year
won by HELSINGE

Jonathon Crowley to mark the outstanding

Stakes. William Inglis & Sons director Arthur

achievement of Fastnet Rock who reached the

Inglis presented the trophy to mark Lonhro’s

top of the list for first time with just four crops

achievement to Darley’s Stud Manager Jon

of racing age and shattered his father Danehill’s

Sunderland.

• NSW Champion Broodmare won by
SAMAR
• Breeder, exported Australian-bred
International Horse of The Year won by
KIA-ORA STUD for IGUGU

previous seasonal earnings record with
winners of more than $12.68 million.

Thoroughbred Breeders’ NSW Committee

Fastnet Rock enjoyed a remarkable season in

Member and popular TVN presenter Caroline

2011/2012 when his progeny yielded 16

Searcy acted as MC for the evening and guests

stakeswinners, among them five Group One-

viewed TV clips highlighting the Awards

winning three-year-olds among them, unbeaten

winners and their progeny.

Atlantic Jewel, Mosheen, who captured four

Trevor Lobb, President of both TBA and
TBNSW, presented the Australian Champion
Sire Award to Coolmore representative

Group One events during the season, Sea Siren
and Foxwedge who has retired to stud in NSW
for the 2012 season. His fifth Group One winner
was Rock ‘n’ Pop, winner of the New Zealand
2000 Guineas.
Award winners on the big screen.

“Fastnet Rock enjoyed a remarkable
season in 2011/12 when his progeny
yielded 16 stakeswinners.”
Lonhro, the previous season’s champion sire
and runner up to Fastnet Rock in 2011/2012,
was a clear winner of the title of Champion Sire

Coolmore’s Jonathan Crowley accepts Fastnet
Rock’s Champion Sire trophy from TBNSW
President Trevor Lobb.
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Nathan Tinkler’s Patinack Farm had a dream
result when two of its foundation stallions,
Casino Prince and Husson, took out the
quinella as the two leading first season sires in
Australia for 2011/2012.

of Two-Year-Olds last season largely due to the

Casino Prince, a Group One-winning son of

deeds of Darley-bred unbeaten champion

Flying Spur bred in NSW by Gerry Harvey, was

juvenile Pierro whose string of six stakes wins

champion first season sire based on

included the Sydney Triple Crown of Golden

prizemoney earned with his major contributor

Slipper, Sires’ Produce Stakes and Champagne

being Black Caviar’s half brother, All Too Hard,
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Continued…

by the Australian Stud Book whose Keeper,
Michael Ford, made the presentation to Gilgai
Farm’s horse manager Meaghan StricklandWood and farm manager Brett Barnes. The
Australian Stud Book also kindly sponsored
the award for NSW Champion Broodmare for
2011/2012.
There were seven outstanding contenders for
this title but the winner in a close contest was
judged to be Samar, dam of champion juvenile
filly Samaready (winner of the Blue Diamond
Stakes and a Golden Slipper placegetter) and
Night War a multiple stakeswinner in Perth.
Samar is a member of the outstanding
Patinack Farm representative Adam Henry (right) receives the Champion First Season Sire Award for
Casino Prince from TBA / Aushorse CEO Chauncey Morris.

broodmare band at Baramul Stud whose owner
Gerry Harvey was on hand to receive the lovely
mare and foal trophy which was presented to

winner of the VRC Sires’ Produce Stakes and

Australian Broodmare of the Year for the

him by Jacqueline Stewart, Deputy Keeper of

likely to be one of the star three-year-olds

second season in a row went to Helsinge, now

the Australian Stud Book.

this season.

world famous as the dam of the amazing,

Runner up to Casino Prince among the first
season sires in 2011/2012 was Husson who
generated 11 individual juvenile winners,
including two stakes winners, the highest tally
of any first crop sire.

unbeaten Black Caviar who extended her
winning run to 22 at Royal Ascot in June.

“While sires are important many
people believe the influence of the
dam can be even more important.”
Helsinge is owned by Rick Jamieson of Gilgai
Farm in Victoria and in the past season she
further showed what a wonderful producer she
is when her son All Too Hard, a high priced
yearling, proved himself one of the best twoyear-olds of the year.
The award for Helsinge was fittingly sponsored

At last year’s awards outstanding Singaporebased sprinter Rocket Man narrowly out
pointed South Africa’s Horse of the Year and
champion three-year-old filly Igugu to take
out the Aushorse Marketing Award which goes
to the breeder of the exported horse judged
as the Australian-bred International Horse
of The Year.
While Rocket Man was again in the mix this
year the Kia Ora Stud-bred mare Igugu earned
more points in a season in which she was
judged South Africa’s Champion Older Mare
and scored a brilliant win in one of the
country’s most renowned races, the J & B Met.

Aushorse Marketing’s Rowena Smith presenting
Alex Kingston of Kia-Ora Stud with the trophy
for breeding Igugu, judged exported
International Horse of the Year.
Patinack Farm’s Adam Henry received the
trophy for Casino Prince from Chauncey
Morris, CEO of Thoroughbred Breeders
Australia and Aushorse.
While sires are important many people believe
the influence of the dam can be even more
important in producing a major winner and it
was no surprise that the award for the
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Michael Ford, Keeper of the Stud Book, presented the Australian Broodmare of the Year Award to
Gilgai Farm’s Meaghan Strickland-Wood and Brett Barnes.
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Alexandra Kingston, Bloodstock Manager of
the long famous Kia Ora Stud at Scone,
accepted the trophy from Rowena Smith of
Aushorse Marketing.
It should be pointed out that this award is for
horses not Australian based so that Black
Caviar and Ortensia are not eligible. Igugu is
now set to continue her racing career in Dubai
and may also race in Europe next year.
A pleasing aspect of the stallion awards
winners was the fact that all three were bred in
New South Wales and that this is the seventh
consecutive year in which the overall
champion sire has been won by an Australian
bred horse.
Arthur Inglis presents Lonhro’s Champion Sire of 2YOs award to Darley’s Jon Sunderland.

“

Those attending the dinner at
Scone were able to view the
magnificent paintings which took
out first and second prizes in the
2012 Inglis Equine Art Prize.

”

Thoroughbred Breeders’ NSW was honoured
when Gerry Harvey and his wife Katie Page-

both New South Wales and New Zealand, in
numbers is possibly higher than those of other
major players such as Darley and Patinack
Farm so their overall contribution to our
industry is enormous and dates back
to the 1980s.

Harvey agreed to be our special guests at the

Those attending the dinner at Scone were able

dinner and to submit to a most entertaining

to view the magnificent paintings which took

interview conducted by Caroline Searcy which

out first and second prizes in the 2012 Inglis

greatly added to the fun and enjoyment

Equine Art Prize and two other works entered

of the evening.

for the Art Prize.

Apart from owning the Magic Millions Sales

At the conclusion of the evening a draw took

Company, the Harveys are amongst the

place for a lucky door prize of eight Royal

greatest supporters of racing throughout

Doulton whiskey glasses kindly donated by

Australia and have horses with more than 20

Ascend Sales who provide the magnificent

trainers and their broodmare band, resident in

trophies presented on the night.

Verna and David Metcalfe with Helsinge’s trophy in front of the Black Caviar painting on display
from the Inglis Equine Art Prize.
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Jacqueline Stewart, Deputy Keeper of the
ASB,was on hand to present the Champion NSW
Broodmare Award to a happy Gerry Harvey.

International Horse of the Year trophy.
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Seen at the Breeding Industry Awards in Scone, August 25, 2012

Kate Nivison with Dr. Brett Warren (centre) and
Barry Bowditch

TBA executives Biddy Oquist and James Peters

Talking horses not politics, Michael Kroger and
Mark Latham

Andrew Reichard hosted Kyla Johnston (Arion
Pedigrees – centre) and Jennifer Churchill.

Susan Archer chats with John Madgwick (left)
and Jon Sunderland

Adele Orton caught up with Arrowfield’s
Jon Fryer

Sue and Wayne Aldridge with (left) Jonathan
Crowley

Louis le Metayer (left) and Sam Fairgray
enjoying the evening

Middlebrook Valley Lodge owners Michael and
Ruth Mant

Baramul’s Paul and Amanda Thompson with
(right) Barry Bowditch

Paul and Allison Fleming with John Vincent

Bryan Carlson (right) with Patricia
and Clive Duddy
Dinner photos by Katrina Partridge.
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Pierro - exciting stud prospect

Pierro – exciting stud
prospect
By Les Young

When Pierro retires to stud he will become the most exciting new flagbearer for Australasia’s unique,
modern day sire line established by Sir Tristram (IRE).
able to leave 130 black type winners headlined
by 45 Group One winners of both sexes.

Jewel, Ocean Park, It’s a Dundeel and
Southern Speed.

As happens often in this part of the world,
many of Sir Tristram’s colts were gelded but a
number of his entires did get an opportunity
to stand at stud with the majority having at
least some measure of success.

As with Sir Tristram, many Zabeel colts have
been gelded but four of his standouts,
champion Octagonal, Savabeel, Reset and Don
Eduardo, have represented him well at stud.

Among them were New Zealand-based
horses Grosvenor and Kaapstad and Australiabased sons Marauding, Sovereign Red,
Dr. Grace, who died young, Military Plume,
El Qahera and Dalmacia who had some
fertility issues.

Pierro’s sire Lonhro in his racing days
Superbly bred but a racehorse of fairly modest
ability with some glaring conformational
faults,Sir Tristram would have been regarded
as one of the least likely sons of his champion
father Sir Ivor destined to have spectacular
success at stud and establish his own distinct
sire line yet that is what he achieved against
the odds.
Sir Ivor, champion Irish two-year-old of 1967,
was UK Horse of the Year and champion
three-year-old the following year when he won
the English Two Thousand Guineas / Epsom
Derby double and the Washington D.C.
International but was well beaten when second
to Vaguely Noble in the Prix de l’Arc de
Triomphe.
While Sir Ivor became a very successful sire –
91 stakeswinners – and maternal grandsire he
proved disappointing as a sire-of-sires and Sir
Tristram in New Zealand was far and away his
finest stallion son.
Sir Tristram’s achievements at stud were little
short of amazing as he never shuttled or
covered books as big as those of today but was
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Some of these sons of Sir Tristram were able to
extend his male line for another generation
but it is Sir Tristram’s greatest sire son, the still
active Zabeel, who has proved the key to
keeping Sir Tristram’s male line going into
the future.

“Arguably, Zabeel will go down
in history as an even superior
sire to his father.

”

Zabeel, who followed his father at Sir Patrick
Hogan’s renowned Cambridge Stud, possessed
a little more speed and class than most Sir
Tristrams and it is likely that Nureyev, sire of
his dam,was a vital component in the mix.
A 1200m winner at two years, Zabeel scored
the most important of seven victories in the
Group One VRC Australian Guineas over
1600m and another feature event over 2000m
but probably did not get much further.
Arguably, Zabeel will go down in history as an
even superior sire to his father. Currently he
has 142 stakeswinners to his credit of which
43 won at Group One level. His record as a
maternal grandsire is also starting to rival Sir
Tristram’s, 98 stakeswinners to date being
produced by his daughters including
prominent young New Zealand sire Darci
Brahma, Faint Perfume and Samantha Miss
plus current racing stars such as Atlantic

Darley’s Reset is doing a fine job in Victoria
and the still young Savabeel is building a solid
reputation across the Tasman.
Octagonal, now in semi-retirement, is just
ahead of the gelded Might and Power as
Zabeel’s biggest money earner with $5.89
million in racetrack earnings and this
Australian Horse of the Year won 14 races, 10
of them Group Ones, including the AJC Sires’
Produce Stakes at two (when he was also
runner up in the Golden Slipper), the AJC
Australian Derby,VRC Australian Cup and
MVRC W.S. Cox Plate.
Although something of a qualified success as
a sire, Octagonal has 24 stakeswinners to his
name headed by superstar Lonhro, perhaps
an even better racehorse than his father and
shaping as a better and more consistent source
of feature winners.
An Australian Horse of the Year, Lonhro won
26 of his 35 race starts (he also placed in three
other races), 11 Group One events and was
effective from 1200m to 2000m being rather
less dour than his sire.
Champion Australian Sire in 2010/11, Lonhro
was leading sire of two-year-olds last season
thanks to the deeds of Pierro and is enjoying
another good season in 2012/13.
Already Lonhro has a handful of sons at stud
around Australia and appears to offer the best
hope for the continuation of the Sir Tristram
male line over the next decade.
When Pierro retires, most likely in 2013,
he will receive the best of mares and boost
the future prospects of the line like no other
since Lonhro went to stud in NSW in the
2004 season.
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Hunter TBA Update
HTBA PRESIDENT PUTS GOVERNMENT
ON NOTICE
The NSW Government Strategic Regional
Land Use Policy, released on 11 September
2012, provides no more certainty or security
for the future.
The NSW Government’s Strategic Regional
Land Use Plan, in the Premier’s words,
“provides certainty around processes.” But
“process” does not afford us protection.
The NSW Government has repeated its
promise to protect the national and
international significance of the Upper
Hunter’s wine and thoroughbred breeding
industries.
After 18 months of work and years of
anticipation, all we have is a new process and
the Government’s word that our industry will
be protected.
The NSW Government’s Strategic Regional
Land Use Plan is profoundly disappointing.
In the lead up to the State election in 2011 the
hopes of regional communities were elevated
by promises from the incoming Coalition
Government to provide certainty, confidence,

protection and the identification of areas
where mining and coal seam gas extraction
could not occur.
After 16 years of uncertainty and a lack of
planning, the Coalition’s promise of greater
caution, better planning, and the effective
protection of our strategic agricultural land
and associated water resources gave our
regional communities hope for a better future.
As the NSW Coalition Government stated to
“Make NSW Number One Again”.
The Hunter Valley’s Thoroughbred Breeding
Industry and associated industries are
Number One:

The effective result of the NSW Government’s
Strategic Regional Land Use Policy is that
landholders now face years of process, cost,
stress, investment and personal uncertainty,
as they battle land use conflicts project by
project.

• Largest concentration of thoroughbred
studs in the world, outside Kentucky, USA;
• Largest stud book in the world, behind
Kentucky, USA;

• Anglo American’s Drayton South Open
Cut Coal mine;

• 1 of 3 International Centres of
Thoroughbred Breeding Excellence;

• Bickham Coal Company’s underground
coal mine;

• One of the largest employers in regional
Australia and nationally;
• Largest equine veterinary practice in the
Southern Hemisphere.

• Nucoal’s Doyles Creek underground mine
and other projects that are the subject of
current Independent Commission Against
Corruption investigations.

What we know is that the NSW Thoroughbred
Breeding Industry’s No 1 status remains under
threat. We have no confidence, certainty or
security over our future.

The NSW Government has squibbed the
opportunity to make an historic policy change
to protect our vital strategic agricultural lands,
industries and water resources.

No-where in the world are iconic, world-scale,
thoroughbred breeding operations:

The proof of the Government’s statements
that it will protect our industry will lie in
the outcomes of any and all of the above
exploration licences that threaten our
industry.

• threatened by mining developments and
Government inactivity to protect them;
• subjected to decades of uncertainty and
insecurity about their future.
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At a time when food security and sustainable
agricultural industries should drive the
Government’s determination to protect these
industries, and the sustainable long term jobs
they generate, agricultural industries in NSW
are left high and dry.

The first test of the Government’s new land
use policy will be one of a dozen existing
exploration licences in the Hunter Valley that
will directly impact our critical equine cluster
including:

• Largest Australian producer, supplier and
exporter of premium thoroughbreds;

• unprotected from land use conflicts and
encroachment;

Dr Cameron Collins, President HTBA

Policy offers no protection for sustainable
agricultural industries.

Against a backdrop of falling mining
commodity prices, the shelving of mining
projects and the shedding of thousands of
mining jobs, it is ironic that the NSW
Government’s Strategic Regional Land Use

If any mining project is approved within the
equine cluster it will be a breach of the
Government’s commitment to protect us.
The HTBA has put the NSW Government
on notice.
Now more than ever we need everyone’s
support so that the NSW Government keeps
its promises to protect our industry, jobs and
community.
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Black Type Honour Roll
Congratulations to the NSW breeders of Australian stakeswinners from 15 July to 7 October 2012
Mr. M.J. Abdallah
Avoid Lightning

SAJC Lightning Stakes

Listed

Nechita

Silver Shadow Stakes

Nocturnelle

Tibbie Stakes

Snitzerland
Snitzerland
Snitzerland
Urban Groove

Danehill Stakes
San Domenico
MVRC Champagne Stakes
Reginal Allen Quality

Blevic-Ya Michelle (Success Express)

Mr J Abrahams, Judy Somers
3

Fastnet Rock-Artistique (Peintre Celebre)

Mr B T Agnew, Mr Peter Hawks
Listed

Elusive Quality-Dama de Noche (Snippets)

Arrowfield Pastoral Pty Ltd
2
3
3
Listed

Snitzel-Monte Rosa (Fraar)
Snitzel-Monte Rosa (Fraar)
Snitzel-Monte Rosa (Fraar)
Charge Forward-Morton (Flying Spur)

Bylong Park Thoroughbreds
Mosheen

Blazer Stakes

2

Fastnet Rock-Sumehra (Stravinsky) (Night Shift)

Corumbene Stud
Ichihara

Heritage Stakes

Listed

General Nediym-Cut A Dash (Whiskey Road)e)

1
3
2
3
2
3
3
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed

Commands-Accessories (Singspiel)
Commands-Accessories (Singspiel)
Lonhro-Miss Right Note (Daylami)
Lonhro-Miss Right Note (Daylami)
Commands-Dextrous (Quest for Fame)
Redoute’s Choice-O’Giselle (Octagonal)
Ad Valorem-Hairpin (Octagonal)
Exceed and Excel-Arctic Drift (Gone West)
Commands-More Haste (Brief Truce)
Hussonet-Slovakia (Danzig)
Elusive Quality-Lobola (Anabaa)

Mrs J V Denham
Listed

Danehill Dancer-Joanne’s Daughter (Kaapstad)

Emirates Park Pty Ltd
1
2

Al Maher-Fatoon (Snaadee)
Al Maher-Nawadder (Marscay)

Darley
Epaulette
Epaulette
Pierro
Pierro
Ambidexter
Albrecht
Detours
Kuroshio
Proverb
Tatra
Rusambo

Golden Rose
Caulfield Guineas Prelude
Bill Stutt Stakes
The Run to the Rose
Theo Marks Handicap
Up and Coming Stakes
Sportingbet Sprint
Superracing Stakes
Dulcify Handicap
Ming Dynasty Handicap
McKenzie Stakes

Megem’s Boy

Beaufine Stakes

Fat Al
Oasis Bloom

Epsom Handicap
W H Stocks Stakes

Mr T Falcone
Proisir

Kabayan
Texan
Texan

Sincero

Spring Stakes

Stan Fox Stakes
Hannan’s Handicap
Birthday Stakes

Memsie Stakes

3
Gooree Park Stud Pty Ltd
2
Listed
Listed
Mr A R Gorham, L M Forham
2

Choisir-Prophet Jewel (Encosta de Lago)er)

Haradasun-Tarlaquena (Don Eduardo)
Stratum-Jewelmer (Marscay)
Stratum-Jewelmer (Marscay)

Umatilla-Yours As Always (Prego)

Mr G Grimish
Red Tracer

Premiere Stakes

2

Dane Shadow-Kisma (Snippets)

Mr G Harvey
Ready to Rip
Tagus
Mrs Onassis
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Bletchingly Stakes
Tramway Handicap
Starlight Stakes

3
3
Listed

More Than Ready-Lady Langham (Danehill)
Encosta de Lago-Lady Capel (Last Tycoon)
General Nediym-Miss Jakeo (Unbridled’s Song)
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Mr N Hoar, Mr M Everett, Mr J Jackson
Steps in Time

Bill Ritchie Handicap

3

Danehill Dancer-Rare Insight (O’Reilly)

Mr C E Holt
Pronto Pronto

Vintage Stakes

Listed

Snitzel-Teresa (Darshaan)

Listed

Fusaichi Pegasus-Revamp (Zoffany)

Mr G Kelly
Hour of Peril

Tattersall’s Mile

Mr K Leonard
Danleigh

Chelmsford Stakes

2

Mujahid-Graceful Lily (Dr Grace)

Luskin Park Stud
She’s A Fox

Rosebud Handicap

Listed

Fastnet Rock-Forest Native (Forest Wildcat)

The Mackinnon Discretionary Trust, Patinack Farm
Shanghai Warrior

Aurie’s Star Handicap

3

Elvstroem-Emily Blue (Rory’s Jester)

Mrs D McGrath
Spinnawitch

Winter Challenge

Listed

Country Reel-Zerelda (Zabeel)

Milburn Creek Thoroughbred Stud
Jimando

Henry Bucks Best Dressed

Listed

Commands-Finko (Caerleon)

Miss Marx

Testa Rossa Stakes

Listed

Anabaa-Daijobo (Bite the Bullet)

Mr P Newman
Sea Lord

Chandler McLeod Stakes

Listed

Street Cry-Dream Lass (Dream Well)

Patinack Farm
Longport

Tea Rose Stakes

Whittington

Breeders Plate

2

Casino Prince-Ocean Bridge (Dolphin Street)

Listed

Tale of the Cat-Maha Chakri (Beautiful Crown)

Listed

Hussonet-Rosa’s Spur (Flying Spur)

Mr M A Pitt
Members Joy

Cap D’Antibes Stakes

Reavill Farm Thoroughbreds Pty Ltd
Dystopia

Toy Show Quality

Tiger Tees

Concorde Stakes

Listed

Redoute’s Choice-Bourgeois (Luskin Star)

Mr M Ryan
3

Dubawi-Parfore (Gold Brose)

Southern Breeding Ventures Pty Ltd, Hybrook Pastoral Co
Cuban Sunday

Heatherlie Handicap

Listed

Benicio-Magical Sunday (Sunday Silence)

Strawberry Hill Stud
More Joyous

Sheraco Stakes

Listed

More Than Ready-Sunday Joy (Sunday Silence)

More Joyous

Golden Pendant

3

More Than Ready-Sunday Joy (Sunday Silence)

Dear Demi

Furious Stakes

2

Dehere-Shirley (Zabeel)

Golden Archer

Heath Stakes

Mr K Taylor
Listed

Rock of Gibraltar-Viennetta (Pins)

Mr N J R Werrett
Pampelonne

Shorts Handicap

2

Rock of Gibraltar-Jestajewel (Rory’s Jester)

Woodlands Stud
Pinwheel

Warwick Stakes

2

Lonhro-Quilt (Danehill)

Pinwheel

Missile Stakes

3

Lonhro-Quilt (Danehill)

Lamasery

Hill Stakes

2

Commands-Verse (Quest for Fame)
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Tea Rose Stakes winner Longport in an earlier win. This daughter of Casino Prince is a Patinack Farm homebred.
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NSW-bred Stakeswinners overseas

NSW-bred Stakeswinners overseas
Congratulations to the breeders of these international winners between 15 July and 7 October 2012
Grp/L
*ICSC

Grp/L
**Local

Jananth Pty Ltd
Better Life

Singapore T.C. Kranji Mile

L

Sgp-1

Smarty Jones-Quiet Life (Sunday Silence)

L

Sgp-3

Dehere-Chandon Rose (Flying Spur)

Matrix Bloodstock Pty Ltd
Rising Empire

Singapore T.C. Magic Millions
Juvenile Championship
Mr L D Rhodes

Ortensia

Goodwood King George Stakes (UK)

2

2

Testa Rossa-Aerate’s Pick (Picknicker)

Ortensia

York Nunthorpe Stakes (UK)

1

1

Testa Rossa-Aerate’s Pick (Picknicker)

L

L

Galileo-Dance on Wood (Woodman)

Mr D Scott
Dance To The Stars

Fairview East Cape Paddock Stakes
(South Africa)

Shadwell Stud Australasia Ltd
Mr Big

Singapore T.C. Woodlands H.

L

Sgp-3

Elusive Quality-Basamaat (Danehill)

Mr Big

Singapore T.C. Garden City Trophy

L

Sgp-3

Elusive Quality-Basamaat (Danehill)

L

L

Woodlands Stud
Scarf

Newbury Dubai Duty Free Cup (UK)

Lonhro-Muffle (Quest for Fame)

*International Cataloguing Standards Committee designation
** Local designation

Ortensia’s sire Testa Rossa at Vinery Stud
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